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ABSTRACT

In this stud,,', we present a method for optimizing, at the

preliminary design level, a supersonic turbine for rocket

propulsion system application. Single-. two- and three-

stage turbines are considered v, ith the number el desien

variables increasing from h to I1 then to 15. in

accordance with the number of stages. Due to its global

nature and flexibility in handling different types of

information, the response surlace methodoloev tRSMI is

applied in the present stud)'. A major goat of the present

,_ptimization etf_rt is to balance the desire of maximizing

aerodynamic performance and mmHnizing ,.veight. I+o

ascertain required predictive capability t_t the P, SM. a

tv,'o-level domain refinement approach has been adopted.

"['he accuracy of the predicted optimal design pmnts based

on this ,,,trategy is shown t_3 be satistactorv. Our

investigation indicates that the efficiency rises qutckl>

lrom single stage to 2 stages but that the increase is much

less pr{mt+unced vcith 3 stagcs. ,\ t-,+taue turbine pert;,+rms

p_+tll-ly under thc engine hai,:tllCe i_ouildi.tl_, c,>ndltitln. [1_

_,i,_,mficant [_ortlon of fluid kinetic energy ts Io_,t at the

turbine discharge of the l-stage design due to high stage

pressure ratio and high-enerev content, mostly hvdrooen

_t the working t]uid. Regarding the <_ptimization

technique, issues related t_3 the dc,slgn _,[ CADC#'IIllC#_[S

+I)OF+I has also been investigated. It is demonstrated that

the criteria for selecting the data base exhibit significant

_mpact _+n the efficiency and cIflect;vcness _1 lhe

construction of the response surface.

NOMENCLATURE

\ _.ul

C

t)

h

F.xit t"11ade Annulus ,,krea.

Chord

Diameter

l+Ilade tteight

' < p_.llZilt , __llO0 [_, <itlllltll.<,. l'ubli_hcd 1,_ the \liiClt_,lti Jlt,tHilt¢ oI 'tt:loIlatitl.'> <ttld -

\stronautlcs. Inc. '._ ith perrlllSSlonr

tit • Mass tlov.,

P : Pressure

R: ' Proportion t3t ',.'ariation

rms ' Root Mean Square

RPM • Angular Speed

-2
Standard Deviation

se • Standard Error

,,r ' Stage Reaction

T,., ' Input Temperature

_' ' Pitch Speed
+ p!tcil

W ' Weioht

,v I Work Fraction

Apay ' Payload Increment

_1 Efficiency

1. IN'FRODUCTION

";upersonlc turbine tectmoi_gleS are being actively

Tuvestigated in the rocket propulsion community.

Optimizing a multistage turbine is a labor-intensive task

and it is desirable to develop efficient and effective

cchniclucs to t, ndertake tbi_, ta:.,k. In ucneral, tv,,3 types uf

>ptimlzation are needed, namely.

tbchmmarv dc,_i+en, it3 which _implified models

employing loss correlations gleaned from

experimental database and one-dimensional

gasdynamic and thermodynamic considerations, and

Detailed shape design of the turbine blades, in which

three dimensional computational fluid dynamics and

detailed experimental information is employed.

In this study, v,e present an approach based on the

response surface methodology _ IRSMt for optimizing, at

lhe preliminary design level, a _,upersonic turbine aimed

for Reusable l_zunchtng Vehicle IRLV) propulsion

,,,stem application. Single-. two- and three-stage turbines
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areconsideredwith the numberof designvariables
increasinginaccordancewiththenumberofstages.Inthe
firststep,theoveralldimensionssuchasmeandiameter
andaxialchords,theRPM and the number of stages are to

be determined. In the second step, detail blade geometries

will be optimized to achieve the best efficiency' for a

given overall gas path meridional geometry. This paper is

limited to the preliminary optimization.

In the past such optimization tasks might take weeks to

perform due to the large number of parameters inw)lved.

The systematic application of RSM computationally

coupled with an appropriate turbine analysis code will in

the future allow designers to cut this cycle time down to a

few hours.

There are 2 types of design variables:

1. Geometric input needed to la,,out the turbine

meridional geometry.

• mean diameter

• last rotor annulus area

• blade height ratio between the l: _ane and the

last rotor blade - linear distribution _)f blade

heights is assumed between the 1'; ,,ane and the

last rotor blade

• ,.ane and blade axial ch_rds

2. I'erft_rmance _nput u:-,cd h_ __atcuiate tile [kuhine

elficiencv

• RPM

• number of stages

• blade rov, reaction

• work split (il more fl:an t ,,t:v_,e _, in;esti,_,ated )

I'he :tbo_e ivaramcters :!rc i',+,entiall\ ,utticicnt h,

_ICICIIIlII1C {he '_'C_ llllC tl\ ,_ ',:d [}:C :',21 :i )tlllallCC t [ ,,

tweliminary design. \s llatJlcaled H1 !.ISles [-5. hit

turbine \vtth [ stage, 2 stages or 3 stages the number ot

parameters are 6. 1 1. 15, respectively. Constraints are also

part _q the <}ptimizalitm process. There :ire 2 structural

cunstramts, the blade centrituga[ .,,tress and the disk stress.

]he blade centrifugal stress was cnnstr:uned bx a limit

placed on the lumped inertia rneasure Ithe product {q the

Made exit annulus area and the RPM:). The disk .,,tress

was constrained by a limit placed on the pitchline velocity

(the product of the RPM and the mean radius).

For rocket engine applications, maximizing the vehicle

payload for a given turbine _perating condition is the

ultimate objective. Any gain m turbine efficiency will be

reflected in a reduced propellant consumption, thus in an

increase m payload, t tov,ever, higher turbine performance

usually entails multistage designs, which are heavier. A

proprietary weight correlation is employed to estimate the

impact ot the turlyi-ne ,cho,ces t>n the t+',erall turbopump--

unit weight since a .,;'lowly rotating turbine is not only

heavy by itself but also imposes a significant weight

penalty on the pump side. An equation expressing the

relationship between these opposing effects will be

employed as a criterion to guide the optimization task. As

will be presented in detail later, this composite objective

function describes essentially the payload increment

versus turbopump efficiency and weight. It is developed

based on mission profile studies, engine balance

perturbation and some detailed turbopump layout and

stress information gained from other proprietary

programs.

2. APPROACH

The overall approach to determine the optimum design is

shown in Figure 1. The RSM is used to model the

relationship between design variables and

objective/constraint functions in function approximation

stage of the overall approach.

The approach of RSM is to perform a series of

experiments, based on numerical analyses, semi-

empirical formulas, or experimental testing, for a

prescribed set of design points, and to construct a global

approximation of the measured quantity over the design

space. In this effort, numerical analysis is based on the

aerodynamic design software, 31eanline Flow Path

Generator. tor rapid analyses nf turbine flow fields.

I Ising overall turbine and stage input, the Meanlme code

first generates a candidate turbine flow path and displays

a plot _t the eievation ,,my,. The code, then, runs a

meanline analysis, calculating gas conditions, velocity

lrtangles, and required number of airfoils, predicted

efficiency and power output. :\ calculation to predict

turbine weight is also included. The run time required lor

analysis of a three-stage turbine on the current version of

_he or+de _, icss than one _,ec_md ,m a Pentium II PC. The

-_a,rces _,t performance losses due to airfoil profile.

,ccondarv cndwall, muline cdue tqocka,,e trailino edee

shock, leading edge shock and unshrouded blade tip

leakage are also included.

Second-order polynomials are used for the response

-,urface approximations for _hich extremal points are

easily l,aund by _,tandard constrained optimization

algorithms. The main advantages of RSM over other

optimization tools such as gradient-based search

algorithms are that it requires minimal interfacing with

the analysis tools and avoids the need for expensive

derivative calculations. To construct a second-order

polynomial of N design varmbles, the number of

coefficients to be fixed are IN+ 1 )gN+ 2)/2-.

As a first step of the overall approach of Figure 1, a

generic design box obtained by coding all design variable

to the ran,_,e I- 1.+ 1 _ is considered. ('t_ding is based on the

tollowin_o tormula:
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Xi = Xi (Xmax' -Xmin,) + (Xmax +X=n )- ' ' (1)
"2, 0

SSyy: total sum of squares about the mean

SS,., = SS_ + SSI_ (6)

where xi: real value of the design variable

2i : normalized value of the design variable

Xm.x:maximum real value of the design variable

Xmin:minimum real value of the design variable

The coding requires the intbrmation of the maximum and

minimum values for each design variable that can be

obtained from Tables 1-3.

The response surfaces of this stud',' are },enerated by
standard least-squares regression using JMP a statistical

analysis software having a variety of statistical analyses

functions. The global fit and prediction accuracies of the

response surfaces are assessed _hrough statistical

measures such as the t-statistic..r t-ratio, rms-error.

variationS.2.3. The t-statistic is determined bv

D

t - _2t

_el b )

where h,: regression coefficient

wtb,): :,tandard crmr _1 lhe rcgressum coelficicnt

and it is _!l_,cn by.

R2 measures the proportion of the variation in the

response around the mean that can be attributed to terms

in the model rather than to random error 3. RJ is an R 2

value adjusted to account for the degrees of freedom in

the model and is given by

R,:=I SS_./(n- P) _l_( n-I I(I_RZ )

' SS,,,/(n - 1) _ n - p )

(7)

Since R 2 will always increase as terms are added to the

model, the overall assessment of the model may be better

judged from R_.

The polynomial-based RSM techniques are effective in

representing the global characteristics of the design

,,pace. It can filter the noises associated with individual

design data. On the other hand. depending on the order of

polynomial employed and the shape of the actual

response surface, the RSM can introduce a substantial

error in certain region of the design space. An

_ptimization scheme requiring large amounts of data and

a large evaluation time t_ generate meaningful results is

hardly useful.

where L',,: diagonal element or t.VX) corresponding

tO ]_, (X iS dll llXp m:Jll'iX ,_[ the levels _I the

independent variables ,,,.'here n is the number ot

d>,erx;lttons cmd p i-, lhe lltlmhcr ,_I [CrlYlN II1 l}}C

_node]

( : unbiased c:,,timat_r _l !he >tandard dcvi,ltlh}ll

of the observations and unbiased estimator of the

tins-error in prediction based on the response

.,urlace and it ts g_xcn hx

i : U

_4_

where e/ difference between the observation. 3,,, and the

fitted value, ),.

l'he optimization technique iollows qualitatively that

adopted previously for optimizing Iluid machinery such

as diffuser, injector, and airfoil, as presented in Refs. 6-9

The effect of numerical noise and the interaction between

tlFD models and RSM are addressed by Madsen et al _. In

the paper by Tucker et al. 7, a first effort is made to apply

i,_SN'I I;w inlect{)r i_i_tll111Zatlt}i1. [)i.tl)ii,.l e[ al.' lm, estiuated

_ile cltect _I data .size and reiatl,,e merits between RSM

and neural networks ,n handling varvin,,.= data

characteristics. The neural network technique and the

RSM are integrated to offer enhanced optimization

capabilities by Shy 5 ct al.[ .\ main h_cus in the present

w_rk i._ the interplay between the number of design

xariables and the predicti',e capability and input

requirement of the RSM. 1"o ascertain required predictive

capability of the RSM, a two-level domain refinement

approach has been adopted. As will be demonstrated in

the following, the accuracy of the predicted optimal

design points based on this strategy is satisfactory.

lhc R: _alue is determined by 3. DESIGN OF EXPERIMENTS (DOE)

ss SS,
/¢- l t5_

SS,,, SS,,

where 5"SE: _um'0f squares t)l the residuals or errors

SS,_: sum of squares due to regression

The response surface inethod i_ a collection of statistical

and mathematical techniques useful tot developing,

improving, and optimizing processes and this provides an

_,,erall perspective of the system response within the

design space _. The representation of the design space is,

American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics
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therefore,important.In orderto helpto minimizethe
effectof noiseonthefittedpolynomial,andto improve
the representationof the designspace,designof

experinzents (DOE) procedure can be used. There are a

number of different DOE techniques reported in the

literature t°_7. For example, Unal et alm discussed the face

centered composite designs and D-optimal designs for

representation of the design space for wing-body

configuration of a launch vehicle. They showed that D-

optimal design provides an efficient approach for

approximating model building and multidisciplinary

optimization. Unal et al.ll studied response surface model

building using orthogonal arrays in computer experiments

for reusable launch vehicle and illustrated that using this

technique minimizes design, development, test and

evaluation cost. Similar results were obtained using three

level tractional factorial experimental design lz. Unal and

Dean u3 studied the robust design method based on the

Taguchi method u4a5 to determine the optimum

configuration of design parameters for performance.

quality and cost. They demonstrated that using such a

robust design method tk_r selection of design points is a

systematic and efficient approach lot determining the

totimum configuration.

The fitce centered composite desiq, n {FCCD) creates a

design space composed of eight c_rners L_Ithe cube. f_mr

center of faces and the center of the cube. Figure 2 ,,,htp,vs

face centered composite design points tor three dcsi-n,

_ariables. The FCCD yields c2_+2N+/}points, x_here N

t_, the number of design variables. It is more effective

when the number of design variables is modest, say. no

larger than 5 or o. The FCCD is widel\ used l\_r fitting

-,econd-order response surface I

\ D-()ptimal des&,n minimizes the eeneralized variance.

,_t the estimates _.'_taich i _, cqm\aicnt t,+ maxtmlzxng

the determinant of the m¢_ment matrnx. 3,1_.

and OA design. We have considered 1-, 2- and 3-stage

turbine. There are 6 design parameters for single- stage

turbine case chosen as the mean diameter, RPM, blade

annulus area, vane axial chord, blade axial chord, and

stage reaction. For 2-stage turbine, mean diameter, RPM,

exit blade annulus area. I st blade height (% of exit blade),

I st vane axial chord, I st blade axial chord, 2_ vane axial

chord, 2"d blade axial chord, 1st stage reaction, 2_ stage

reaction, and l_t stage work fraction, are chosen and there

are, in total, 11 design parameters. There are 15 design

parameters for 3-stage case determined as mean diameter,

RPM, exit blade annulus area, I st blade height (% of exit

blade), 1st vane axial chord, I st blade axial chord, 2"d vane

axial chord, 2"d blade axial chord, 3_d vane axial chord,

3'd blade axial chord, 1_tstage reaction, 2_dstage reaction,

3_dstage reaction, Ist stage work fraction, 2 '_ stage work

traction, and 3_dstage work fraction. Table l-3 show the

maximum and minimum values of these parameters as

well as their baseline values.

With 0-input parameters of single-stage turbine, FCCD

produces 77-data, but Meanline code produced results for

76-data excluding one unrealistic case. Therefore, 76-

data is used to approximate the single-stage turbine

characteristics. With l l-input parameters of 2-stage

turbine, FCCD yields 2,071-data, but Meanline code

produced results t¢_r 1990-data and this set is used to

approximate the 2-stage turbine characteristics. For 3-

,_tage having 15-input parameters, FCCD creates 32,799-
data based on the f_}rmula of 2_-2"V+1 with N=I5

demonstrating the curse of dlmensionalirv. For such

cases, a statistical method can be applied to reduce the

number of data in an efficient _av. In this effort, to

reduce the data set of 3-stageturhine of 15-dimension, D-

()ptimal design is adopted to minimuze the generalized

variance of the estimates. With the D-optimal criterion,

!he number _I data is rcduccd t_ 2500: the Meanline code

worked l;,. 2235 _1 them. In this paper, the orthogonal

arrays are also applied for the 2-,,,tage turbine case using a

public domain sottware developed by Owen 18.

4. TIlE OPTI311ZAT1ON PROBLEM

I'he l)-Optimal design approach requures the knowledge

,_I the propcrtnes of polynon-md model in selecting the

design points.

An orthogonal array (OA) is a fractional factorial matrix

that assures a balanced comparison of levels of any factor

or interaction of factors. Because the points are not

necessarily at vertices, the orthogonal array can be more

robust than the face centered cubic design. Based on the

design of experiments theory. OA can significantly

reduces the number ot experimental conligurations.

In this study, althoueh the maioritv of the work is based

on the FCCD appr'oach, alternative representations of the "-

design space are performed b'v using D-Optimal design

I'he equation describing the response as given by JMP is

input t_} Excel S,h'er, Solver is an _ptimization toolbox

included with Microsoft Excel which uses the

Generalized Reduced Gradient method 5 to find the

maximum or minimum of a function with given

constraints.

The optimization problem at hand is a constrained

optimization problem, which can be formulated as

,tin{f (x)} subiect to lb "5_x < uh. ,_here lb is the lower

boundary vector and ub is the upper boundary vector of

the design variables vector x. Since the goal is to

maximize objective tuncnon theretoreflx) can be written

as -gCx;, ,.,,'here glx) is the objective function. Minimizing

4
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of fix) gives the same solution as maximizing the

objective function g(x). Additional linear or nonlinear

constraints can be incorporated if required.

In this study, the purpose is maximizing the turbine

efficiency, 77. and minimizing the overall weight, W,

simultaneously. The response surface method can handle

a multi-criteria optimization task in a straightforward

manner by building a composite response surface from

individual response surfaces. This composite response

surface is referred to as the desirability' ftmction. The

desirability function for 17, i.e., all, can be defined which is

to be maximized as

5. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The properties of the response surfaces obtained for r/,

W, and Apay are shown in Tables 4 and 5 for 1-,2-, and 3-

stage turbine designs.

For the single-stage case, there are 28-unknown

coefficients needed for constructing the 2hal-order

response surface, 78 for the 2-stage and 136 for the 3-

stage case. The quality of the fit can be evaluated by

comparing the adjusted root mean square error (rms-

error) shown in Table 5.

_9)

and the desirability function for W. i.e., d-, can be defined

which is to be minimized as

d = W-W, .... j
qlO)

where powers s and t are weighting factors which are set

according to the role ol tile response in cotnposltC

desirability function, i.e.. d. defincd as folh_;:s:

d = 9"d_.d. I11_

.\nothcr x_av ,_t+ finding t,ptitnutn _alucs _,l l] and II'

simuttarmouslv is it:, maximize pa}hmd increment, Apav,

which is a (unction _'d Ihcsc t\x,t) pat-amctcrs ii1 [tic

tt>lh+v,l ng manner.

Xpay =el x tOOx< ll-rlhl-! W-W+, J

where rib is the baseline efficiency and Wb is the baseline

weight. Apay functicm represents the amount of increase

Ln payload capacity. Fhc ,csults _+f both payload

increment based and ct>mpc>ite desirability tunctum

based optimization are illustrated tor 1. 2, and 3-stage

designs. For the composite destt-abilitv tunctitm based

optimization, different combinations of the pov,,er of +l_

and d, are considered with different values of t and s.

The pitchline speed, !,5,,,,.h, and the lumped inertia

measure. AN:. are used as the design constraints when

finding the optimum solutions.

\'I'_, = DxRP3I , 13)

AN: =AannxRPM" i 14)

where D is meanline diameter. -

RSM-based approximations together with the Excel

Soh'er to find the maximum or minimum of the objective

function with a given constraints is used to find the

optimum point are obtained for all cases. Different

starting points are tried to avoid local maximum and the

optimum values of 77, W and Apay with the corresponding

design parameters are determined. Table 6 shows the

_>ptlmum values of 77, W and Apay calculated for both

kpay (Eqn. 12) based optimization and composite

desirability function based ()ptimization (Eqn.ll) for

(t=]. s=OL It=O, s=l), and it=l. s=l) cases tbr single-

stage turbine. The case ¢t=l, s=O) represents the

t_ptimization based on weight only, whereas (t=O, s=l)

represents the optimization based on efficiency only. The

results shov;n in this table are comparable with the

corresponding ,.llealtlilw runs x_ith the highest error of

5% for dpay for single-stage turbine. Table 7 shows the

t_ptimum values of 77, W and Apay calculated for both

Apav based optimization and composite desirability

lunctlotl based optimization ti_r It=l.._=01, (t=_).._=1),

and it=l. s=l) cases tier the 2-stage turbine design,.

When the results >,ho\_n nn this table are compared with

the c,,trespt>nding .llew+ltm' runs ,,t the same design

parameters, it is observed that the percentage error is

increased up to 13.5% R)r Apay. Fable 8 shows the

optimum values of 17, W and Apay calculated for the 3-

,stage turbine with the .,,ame approach. When the results

>,hown in this table are compared with the corresponding

_,h'wdtm, runs. it i.,, observed that the percentage error is

increased up tt_ 14.6 '.,: tot Apav indicating that the

accuracy of the response surfaces constructed lot this

case is poor.

Because the accuracy of the response surface is less than

satisfactory for 2- and 3-stage cases, we have reduced the

>,nze t+t the parameter space with the intention of

improving the fidelity of the response surface. The details

¢_f the 1/5 reduced design spaces are shown in Table 9 -

12. The new design space ts based on the optimal values

identified tot r/ & If ((t=l. s=O), (t=O, s=l) & (t=l,

;:/_) and Apav based optimization cases. With these

refined designed spaces, substantial improvement of the

\merican Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics
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response surface fit accuracy is observed tbr 2-stage and

also for 3-stage (Tables 13 and 14).

Based on the results obtained, the follo'xing observations

can be made:

(i) To ascertain required predictive capability of the

RSM. a two-level domain refinement strategy

has been adopted. The accuracy of the predicted

optimal design points based on this approach is

shown to be satisfactory.

lii) For Apay-based optimization, the 2-stage turbine

gives the best Apay result. As the number of the

stage increases, we see that efficiency improves

while the weight increases also. According to the

formula tbr Apay, the improvement in efficiency

can't compensate the penalty from higher

weight. As shown in Figure 3, the mean

diameter, speed, and the exit blade area exhibit

distinct trends. Specifically. the diameter

decreases, speed increases, and annulus area

decreases with increasing number of stages, it ts

interesting to observe that none of these design

parameters are toward the limiting values listed

in Tables 1-3, indicating that the optimal designs

result from compromises bet_een competing

parametric trends, t:or _,uL'h cases, a formal

,_pttmizer :.,uch as the DlIeScnt rcsp_;n:.-,c >Lll-lat..'c

method is vcrv uselul.

_iii> For both x_eight onb, _ptlmizatlon _,'=/ ,=t))

and efficiency only vpumization el=t), s=]), as

expected, the single-_tage design gives the

smallest wmght, l-he efficient\ a[,_o improves a:-,

the number of stages mcrease_, <',ee "rabies 15

and 16. and l:igure 4 for ,,Lunmarms_. It is

interesting to ,,ee that ira both cases, the

,eiectiolL". _1 [lie t.[IAI]lClCI ", _]_CCd Liltt_l dlallUlUS

area are ill:-,engltlVe It; the IILIIali",CF t;{ Mages. t:or

example, tor v, mght ,.,nJv t>pt]mlzatlcql it=/,

ll\l

Lr= 0 )" D approaches minimum, and RPM

approaches maximum, while the annulus area is

governed by the de.,,i,2n conMraltlt betv, een it and

RP3I.

On the other hand. t,w the efficmncv only

optimization (t=+). ,=]). for all three stage

designs, the annulus area approaches maximum

and RPM is governed by the design constraint.

The diameter, D, on the other hand, takes middle

values within the design range (Figure 5).

Similar to the one based on _1pay, the case of

+t=].._=1) is also a compromise between weight

and efficiency. Ho_exer. because of the different

mathematical t\_rmulas adopted, different design

selections than the ones based on ,Apay result. It

seems clear that the precise definition of the

_>pttmal +rltel,lon ,ubstantmtlx tntluence the

selection of tire optimal design.

In order to determine how the optimum solution for 3pay

changes as the weighting constants, t and s, are changing,

three designs of (t=l, s=O), (t=O, s=l) and (t=l, s=l)

denoted as ..Qt,E2, and D.3,respectively, are selected as

candidate vertex points to define a plane referred as of

Plane as follows.

=/3(I_+).i "_ a2_'2 2 h- O_3_"_ 3 (15)

where E c_, = 1and 0 _<ct_ < 1for i= l. 2, 3
t

Equation 12 was used to obtain 66 design points

distributed on the alpha plane for 2-stage turbine. Figure

6 illustrates the contour plots over the el-Plane for

optimum Apay. This figure shows that Apay reaches its

maximum value tbr a range oft, O<t<l for s=l.

6. ORTHOGONAL ARRAYS FOR 2-STAGE

TURBINE DESIGN

Although the majority of the present work is based on the

FCCD approach, orthogonal arrays are constructed to

investigate the efficiency of orthogonal array designs in

representing the design space lbr 2-stage turbine. For this

purpose. 249 design points are selected using OA

designs. Fable 17 sho',,.s the comparison of the statistics

,¢ the second-order re>tgonse surfaces generated for r/, W

and Apay by using 1990-data generated by face centered

composite design and 249-data selected by OA method.

This table illustrate.,, tilat the fidelity of the response

surface generated fl_r design space of 249 data, based on

,+rthogonal arrays, are comparable with that of 1990 data

based on the face centered criterion. The response surface

models arc al.so ab.',es.,,ed bv u_,mg 78-test data to

determine the predicttxe accuracy of these models. Table

IS presents that the testing tins-errors of response

surfaces generated are 1.65% tbr r7 and 0.96% for W

using 249-data, and 1.67c_ for r/and 1.21% for W using

1990-data. The results ot optimization based on Apay and

composite desirability tunction of 77 & W with 249-data

,,elected by orthogonal arrays are shown in Table 19 for

tim original design space and in Table 20 for the refined

design space. When these results are compared with the

results of 1990-data presented in Tables 7 and 13, it is

observed that the optimum r/, W and Apay are largely

consistent. However, it is also observed from Figure 7

which shows the comparison of the design variables for

optimization based _n i=lpayl, some of the design

variables are different even though optimum r/, W and

Apay are consistent. This .,,hows that there are multiple

points in the design space which yield comparable

performance. Nevertheless. it remains true that the two-

stage turbtne is most >ratable from a payload point of

view.
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7. CONCLUDING REMARKS

In summary, the result of the RSM computation indicates

that indeed the efficiency rises quickly from 1 stage to 2

stages but the increase is much less pronounced with 3

stages. A 1-stage turbine performs poorly under the

engine balance boundary condition. A significant portion

of kinetic energy is lost at the turbine discharge of the l-

stage design due to high pressure ratio and high energy

content, mostly hydrogen, of the working fluid. Adding a

2ndstage recovers most of that wasted energy resulting in

much better efficiency for a 2-stage turbine. An extra 3 'd

stage only improves the efficiency slightly.

Understandably, the turbopump weight also increases

substantially from 1 to 3 stages even though the 3-stage

turbine diameter is smaller. The smaller diameter is the

direct outcome of higher RPM that is the result of lower

exit annulus area satisfying the constraint defined tot AN'.

]'he exit annulus area is smaller because of the lower

pressure ratio per stage. However. the 3-stage turbine is

much longer and requires a change in bearing

configuration that adds significantly into the overall

wei,,ht The optimum 2-sta_e turbine resultine from the

RSM optimization is consistent with a design produced by

an experienced engineer; namely, that most of the work is

done bv the 1" stage at very h_w reaction. By varying

from 1- to 2-to 3-stages, _e _bscr'ce lhaI while the size of

the training data increase naturally \t.ith the number ot

design variables, the actual need is case dependent.

Furthermore, it seems that the selection of the data

distribution can be more critical than the data size. Present

investigation has also demonstrated that the criteria for

selecting the data base exhibit significant impact on the

cfficienc,v and effectiveness of the constructum of the

response surface.
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Table 1. Design Space for Single-Stage Turbine (All geometric design variables are normalized by the baseline

values)

Variable Lower Limit Upper Limit

Mean Diameter. D 0.50 1.50

Speed, RPM 0.70 1.30

Blade Annulus Area. A ..... 0.70 1.30

Vane Axial Chord. c, 0.39 1.71

Blade Axial Chord, Cb 0.26 1.14

Stage Reaction, sr 0.0% 50%

Table 2. Design Space for 2-Stage l'urbine tAll geometric design variables are normalized bv the baseline valuest

Variable Lower Limit Upper Limit

Mean Diameter, D 0.50 1.50

Speed, RPM 0.70 1.30

Blade Annulus Area. A;,,m 0.70 1.30

1" Blade Height (';4 of Exit Blade), h_ 0.90 1.50

1_tVane Axial Chord. c,i 0.39 1.71

1_tBlade Axial Chord. %1 0.26 1.14

2 ''a Vane Axial Chord, c,.2 0.21 1.41

2"a Blade Axial Chord, %2 0.17 1.13

1_tStage Reaction, srl 0.0% 50%

2_ Stage Reaction, sr2 0.0% 50%

I st Work Fraction, wft 50% 85%
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Table3.DesignSpacefor3-StageTurbine(All geometricdesignvariablesarenormalizedbythebaselinevalues)

Variable LowerLimit UpperLimit

0.50 1.50

0.70 1.30

0.70 1.30

0.90 1.50

0.39 1.71

0.26 1.14

0.21 1.41

0.17 1.13

0.21 1.41

0.17 1.13

0.0% 50%

0.0% 50%

0.0% 50%

40% 80%

30% 10%

Mean Diameter, D

Speed, RPM

Blade Annulus Area, A._n

i st Blade Height (% of Exit Blade), hi

I st Vane Axial Chord, cvl

1 st Blade Axial Chord, Cbl

2"d Vane Axial Chord. cv2

2n'l Blade Axial Chord, c_2

3 rd Vane Axial Chord, c,3

3 r'j Blade Axial Chord. oh3

I st Stage Reaction, sr,

2 "d Stage Reaction, sr2

3 rd Stage Reaction, sr3

1 st Work Fraction, wf_

2"d Work Fraction, wf2

Table 4. Response Surface Summary tor 1,. _ and 3-Stage Turbine

No. of Design Parameters No. of Coefficients No. of Desien Points

1-Stage 6 28 76

2-Stage 11 78 1990

3-Sta_e 15 136 2235

"Fable 5. The quality of the Second-Order Response Surface obtained for 17,W, and Apay 1.2 and 3-Stage Turbine

IMean values ot tl. Wand Apay are normalized by the baseline values_

I -Stage

2-Stage

3-Stage

r1 W Apay

R: 0.998 0.999 0.998

Ra" 0.997 0.999 0.997

rms- ,'rrc_r 2.5()f} 0.82 f:;- 4.09¢_

Mean 0.57 0.60 -0.43

R-" 0.995 0.996 0.995

t),a: !).994 0.996 0.995

rms- _rror 1.31 '.;_ 2.56c4 9.58%

Mean 0.78 0.86 -0.24

R 2 0.989 0.989 0.994

I),a: 0.988 0.988 0.994

rms- ,';rot 2.05¢ 2.90_ 8.4'.;'_

Mean 0.89 1.41 -0.26
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Table6.OptimizationbasedonApay and composite desirability function of 7"/and W for single-stage turbine

(All geometric design variables and output parameters are normalized by the baseline values)

RSM(Apay)

Meanline

Error % of mean

RSM(t= I, s=O)

Meanline

Error % of mean

RSM(t=O, s= 1)

Meanline

Error % of mean

RSM(t= 1, s= 1)

Meanline

Error % of mean

_'loDt

0.766

0.797

2.9

0.399

0.383

1.8

0.781

0.797

2.2

0.702

0.718

3.1

Wopt Apayopt D

0.731 -0.214
1.181

0.733 -0.193

RPM

0.975

Aalul

1.166

C v C b sr

1.706 0.880 0

0.3 4.8

0.407 -0.611

0.402 -0.623
0.502 1.284 0.699 0.394 0.264 0.5

t 2.7

0.762

0.762

0.03

0.583

0.588

0.8

-0.216

-0.199

3.8

-0.261

-0.239

I 5

1.260 0.915 1.300 1.575 0.880 0

0.895 1.284 0.699 1.706 0.264 0

Table 7. Optimization based on Apm and composite desirability function of r/and W for 2-stage turbine for

original design space (All geometric design variables and output parameters are normalized by the baseline values)

floor Wopt Apayopt

[ RSM(Apav) 1.10 1.05 0.11
: _ , 1.1_. 1.05 i 0.14

Error ' _of mean I 2.50 I 0.00 ] 10.60

RSbl(t=l. s=0; 0.65 [ 0.66 -0.34

Meanline 0.65 0.65 0.35

Error %of mean[ 1.10 0.60 4.00

RSM(t=O. s=l) 0. ll ]

Meanline 113 1.10 0.14

mean[ 3.30 13.50Error %of ] 0.41

RSM(t=I..s=I)] 0.99 [

Meanline 0.991

IError '_ot"meanI 0.30 I

D RPM Aann hi Cvl c,,2 Cbt %2 srt srz Wn

1
1.16 0.99 1.14 1.50 1.57 0.97 0.71 0.68 0 0.50 0.85

t Lttl0.50 t 1.27 ] 0.70 1.50 1.71 1.76 t).92 1.13 0.50 0.50 0.50
i 1

11 i Ill1.24 i {).92 ] 1.30__ ..............l 50 1.44 1.06 0.7l 0.79 0 0 0.80

0.85 0.03 t.27 : I "_0 ] t 71 _[7(, a 0.85 : I 13 0 t10 0.50o.84 0.03 '""'i I ,:0 k- ....12__1_
1.70 0.40

Table 8. Optimization based _n Apay and composite desirability function of 71and W for 3-staee turbine for

original design space IAII geometric design variables and output parameters are normalized by the baseline values)

"lq,_o t Wop I Apayopt

RSM (Apay) 1.24 1.62 0.14

Meanline 1.21 1.57 0.10

Error %of mean 4.72 3.52 14.59

RSM (t=l, s=O) 0.85 1.13 -0.23

Meanline I_.83 1. t3 -0.26

Error ',;_of mean 2.13 0.34 14.39

RSM (t=O, s=l; 1.26 1.74 0.12

.Meanline 123 1.69 0.09

Error %of mean 4.27 3.10 13.54

RSM (t=l. r=/; IO8 1.33 0.05

Meanline -. , i.10 1._4 0.04

Error %of mean 2.16 0.59 4.11
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D RPM Aa_ hi c,,l c¢_ e,3 ebl Cb2 Cb3 srt st2 st3 wft w f2

RSM(z._pay) 1.07 1.07 0.98 1.50 1.59 1.09 0.87 0.56 1.02 0.89 0 0.5 0.5 0.6 0.3

RSM (t=1, s=O) 0.50 1.28 0.70 0.90 1.71 1.76 1.41 0.73 1.41 0.17 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.4 0.3

RSM (t=O, s=l) 1.19 0.96 1.20 1.50 1.44 1.06 0.78 0.56 0.99 0.90 0 0.5 0.5 0.6 0.3

RSM (t=l, s=l) 0.91 1.29 0.70 1.50 1.71 0.62 0.78 0.17 0.21 1.13 0 0 0 0.6 0.1

Table 9. Upper and Lower Limits of the Design Parameters of the refined designed spaces for 2-stage turbine

(All geometric design variables are normalized by the baseline values)

D RPM A_,m ht cv, c,,2 Cbl Cb2 Srl sr2 wta

Max 1.50 1.30 1.30 1.50 1.71 1.76 0.92 1.13 0.50 0.50 0.85

Original Min 0.50 0.70 0.70 0.90 0.39 0.26 0.21 0.17 0.00 0.00 0.50

Refined Max 1.26 1.05 1.20 1.50 1.71 1.11 0.79 0.79 0.05 0.50 0.85

(Apay) Min 1.06 0.93 1.08 1.44 1.44 0.81 0.64 0.60 0.00 0.45 0.82

Refined Max 0.60 1.30 0.76 1.50 1.71 1.76 0.92 1.13 0.50 0.50 0.54

It=l, s=O) Min 0.50 1.21 0.70 1.44 1.57 1.61 0.85 1.03 0.45 0.45 0.50

Refined Max 1.34 0.98 1.30 1.50 t.63 1.20 0.76 0.90 0.05 0.05 0.82

¢t=O, s=l) Min 1.14 0.86 1.24 1.44 1.36 0.91 0.62 0.70 0.00 0.00 0.75

Refined Max 1.00 1.30 0.76 1.50 1.71 1.76 0.92 1.13 0.05 0.05 0.54

!t=l. s=l) Min 0.80 1.21 0.70 1.44 1.57 1.61 0.80 1.03 0.00 0.00 0.50

Table 10. Center Coordinates of the refined designed spaces for 2-stage turbine

IAII ,.zeometric desi,,n variables are normalized by the baseline valuesl

D RPM A:,._ h_ c_ c_2 Cb_ Cb2 sr_ st2 we,

Original 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Refined (Apay) 1.16 0.99 1.14 1.50 1.57 0.97 0.71 0.68 0 0.5 0.85

Refined (t=1. s=O) 0.50 1.27 0.70 1.50 1.71 1.76 0.92 1.13 0.5 0.5 0.5

Refined (t=O, s=l) 1.24 0.92 1.30 1.50 1.50 t.06 0.69 0.80 0.0 0.0 0.78

Refined (t=l. s=/) 0.91 t.27 0.70 1.50 1.7I 1.76 0.85 1.13 0 0 0.50

"Fable 1 I. 1 rpper and l_ower Limits _)f the l)csign Parameters of the refined designed spaccs for 3-stage turbine

tall geometric design xariables are normalized by the baseline values_

D RPM A_ h_ c_t c,,2 c,,_ ct, I cl__ ct,_ sr, srl sr;l wf I

Max 1.50 1.30 1.30 1.50 1.71 1.76 1.41 0.73 1.41 1.13 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.8

Min 0.50 0.70 0.70 0.90 0.39 0.26 0.21 0.17 0.21 0.17 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.4

Max 1.17 1.13 1.05 1.50 1.71 1.24 0.99 0.62 1.14 0.99 0.05 0.50 0.50 0.62

Min 0.97 1.01 0.92 1.44 146 0.9-, 0.75 0.51 0.90 0.79 0.00 0.45 0.45 0.56

Max 0.60 1.30 0.76 0.96 1.71 1.76 1.41 0.73 1.41 0.26 0.50 0.50 0.50 0.44

Min 0.50 1.22 0.70 0.90 1.57 1.61 1.29 0.68 1.29 0.17 0.45 0.45 0.45 0.40

Max 1.29 1.02 1.26 1.50 1.60 1.18 0.93 0.60 1.10 0.99 0.05 0.50 0.50 0.62

Min 1.09 0.90 1.14 1.44 1.34 0.88 0.69 0.49 0.86 0.80 0.00 0.45 0.45 0.56

Max 1.00 1.30 0.76 1.50 1.71 0.74 0.88 0.23 0.33 1.13 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.64

Min 0.80 1.23 0.70 1.44 1.57 0.44 0.64 0.17 0.21 1.03 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.58

Original

Refined

IApay)

Refined

(t=l, s=O)

Refined

(t=O, s=l)

Refined

It=l. s=l)

0.3

0. t

0.30

0.26

0.30

0.28

0.30

0.26

0.14

0.10
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Table12.CenterCoordinatesoftherefineddesignedspacesfor3-stageturbine
(All geometricdesignvariablesarenormalizedbythebaselinevalues)

D RPM A m h1 Cvl Cy_ Cv_ Cbl Cb2 Cb_ sr! sr2 sr3 wfl wf2

Original 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Refined (Apay) 1.07 1.07 0.98 1.50 1.57 1.06 0.85 0.56 0.99 0.90 0.0 0.5 0.5 0.6 0.3

Refined (t=l, s=O) 0.50 1.28 0.70 0.90 1.71 1.76 1.41 0.73 1.41 0.17 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.4 0.3

Refined (t=O, s=l) 1.19 0.96 1.20 1.50 1.44 1.06 0.78 0.56 0.99 0.90 0.0 0.5 0.5 0.6 0.3

Refined(t=l, s=l) 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.20 1.05 1.06 0.85 0.45 0.85 0.68 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.6 0.2

Table 13. Optimization based on Apay and composite desirability function of 7?and W for 2-stage turbine for

refined design space (All geometric design variables and output parameters are normalized by the baseline values)

RSM (Apay)

IMeanline

Error % of mean

RSM(t= 1, s=O)

Meanline

Error %of mean

RSM(t=O, s=l)

Meanline

Error %of mean

RSM(t=I, s=l)

Meanline

[Error '/(of mean

rlo_t W_ Apayovt

1.13 1.04 0.15

1.13 1.04 0.15

0.03 0.02 0.16

0.65 0.65 -0.35

0.65 0.65 -0.35

0.00 0.00 0.01

1.15 1.10 0.15

1.15 1.10 0.15

0.02 0.01 0.09

1.00 0.85 0.04

i 1.00 0.85 0.04

D RPM Aim hi Cvl Cv2 Cbl CB2 Srl sr2 Wn

1.12 1.02 1.08 1.50 1.44 0.79 0.71 0.62 0.1 0.5 0£

0.50 1.27 0.70 1.50 1.71 1.76 0.92 1.13 0.5 0.5
05

1.23 0.93 1.30 1.50 1.31 0.88 0.71 0.73 0.1 0 0.8

1 r f
.50 1.58 0.92 1.01 0 0 0.51

0.91 1.27 0.701 1 1.71 1

Table 14. Optimization based on Apay and composite desirability function of r/and W fl)r 3-stage turbine lor

refined design space (All geometric design variables and output parameters are normalized by; the baseline values)

'lqoot Wopt Apayopt

RSM (Apay) 1.20 1.54 0.11

Meanline 1.21 1.54 0.11

Error %of mean 0.22 0.13 0.41

RSM (t=l, s=O) 0.82 1,13 -0.27

Meanline 0.82 1.13 -0.27

F_rror C+of mean 0.04 0.02 0.31

RSM (t=O, s=l) 1.24 1.75 0.09

Meanline 1.23 1.72 0.09

Error %of mean 1.39 1.29 1.35

RSM (Apay)

RSM(t= I, s=O)

RSM(t=O, s= 1)

D , Aa ht c,.3

1.03 1.11 0.92 1.50 1.46 0.94 0.75

0.50 1.27 0.70 0.96 1.71 1.76 1.41

1.20 0.94 1.26 1.47 1.35 0.88 0.69

Cbl Cb2 Cb3 srl sa'2 : _;;Brgl wt'2

0.51 0.90 0.79 0.04 0.5 0.5 0.62 0.28

0.73 1.41 0.17 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.4 0.3

0.54 0.86 0.80 0 0.45 0.45 0.6 0.3

• L
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Table15.Optimizationsummaryfor 1,2and3-stageturbinewithresponsesurfaceinoriginaldesignspace(All
outputparametersarenormalizedbythebaselinevalues)

qo_,t Woof Apayovt

Apay
1-stage 0.77 0.73 -0.21
2-stage 1.10 1.05 0.11
3-stage 1.24 1.62 0.14

(t=l, s=O)

1-stage 0.40 0.41 -0.61

2-stage 0.65 0.66 -0.34

3 -stage 0.85 i. 13 -0.23

(t=O, s=l)

l-stage 0.78 0.76 -0.22

2-stage 1.10 1.10 0.11

3-stage 1.26 1.74 0.12

(t=l, s=l)

l-stage 0.70 0.58 -0.26

2-stage 0.99 0.85 0.03

3-sta_e 1.08 1.33 0.05

Table 16. Optimization summary for 1.2 and 3-stage turbine with response surface in refined design space

(All output parameters are normalized by the baseline values)

floor Wovt Apayov,

l-stage

Apay 2-stage

3-sta_e

1-stage

(t=l, s=O) 2-stage

3-staoe

l-stage

It=O, s= l ) 2-stage

3-sta_e

0.77 0.73 -0.21

1.13 1.04 0.15

1.20 1.54 0.11

0.40 0.41 -0.6 l

0/05 0.65 -0.35

0.82 1.13 -0.27

0.78 0.76 -0.22

1.15 1.10 0.15

1.24 1.75 0.09

l-stage 0.70 0.58 -0.26

(t= 1. s= 1) 2-sta_e 1.00 0.85 0.04

Table 17.The quality of the Second-Order Response Surface obtained tor r/, W and Apay of 2-Stage Turbine for

1990-data tFCCD criterion) and 249-data (OA crtteriom

(Mean values of r/, W and Apay are normalized by the baseline values)

1990-data

249-data

r1 W Apay

R- 0.995 0.996 0.995

Ra: 0.994 0.996 0.995

rms- error 1.31% 2.56% 9.58%

Mean 0.78 0.86 -0.24

Rz 0.995 0.998 0.994

Ra 2 0.992 0.997 0.992

rms- error 2.128% 0.826%) 20.68%

Mean 0.89 0.92 -0.11
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Table18.TestingoftheSecond-OrderResponseSurfaceobtainedforrl andWof2-StageTurbinefor1990-data
(FCCDcriterion)and249-data(OAcriterion)with78-testdata

# of design points # of test data rms-error for rl (%) rms-error for W(%)

249 78 1.65 0.96

1990 78 1.67 1.21

Table 19. Optimization based on Apay and composite desirability function of q and W for 2-stage turbine for

original design space with 249-data (OA criterion). (All geometric design variables and output parameters are

normalized by the baseline values)

Wopt I /xpayoot

1.04 [ 0.]3

Meanline

Error %of mean

RSM(t=O, s= 1)

Meanline

_ 1,02 I 2.76

RSM(t=I. s=l)_

Meanline I 0.96 0.83 I 0.00

Error '5 of mean_

76 0._21 1.i3 0.5 0.0 0.9

Table 20. Optimization based on Apay and composite desirability function of q and W t'or 2-stage turbine tot

refined design space for 249-data (OA criterion). (All geometric design variables and output parameters are

normalized by the baseline values)

RSM I@ay)

Meanline

Error % of mean

RSM(t= 1, s=O)

Meanline

Error _of mean

RSM(t=O, s= 1)

Meanline

Error %of mean

RSM(t= 1, s= 1)

Meanline

Error %of mean

rlopt I Wopt [Apayopt

t 1.13 I 1.02 ! 0.16

' 1.12 I 1.02 j 0.15

0.01 0.37

0.64 -0.38

0.63 0.64 -0.38

t0"00311 0.0002 0.0002

1.10 [ 0.15

1.14 1.10 0.15

0.005 0.001 [ 0.029

0.97 0.84 0.02

0.98 0.84 0.02

0.08 0.05 I 6.08

D RPM

1.10 1.05

c,2c,,ic,2I
1.03 t.50 1.57 0.53 0.85 0.51I _t ]

1.27 0.70 0.90 0.391 0.26

0.931 t.30 i 1.50 1.57 0.70 t

t 09ot 039

o,o,1o,
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Selecti_h6_ 1

Desig_,..._J

_-_ I Normalization-if required

FunctionApproxtmatmn 1-',,

Cross-Validation ]
(ModelTesting) ]

Optimization

Figure 1. Function Approximation and Optimization Flow Chart
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Figure 2. Face Centered ('t_mpos.te Designs (FCCD) for 3 Design Variables
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cz-plotforApay Response Surface tbr 2-Stage Turbine

(normalized by the baseline value )
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(t= 1,s=0)

(t=l,s=l) (t=0.s= 1 )
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i_-0.0755047

-0.112671

-0.167669

-0.224047-0279187

-03322

(t= 1,s=O)

Figure 6.6z-Plot tor Apay normalized by the baseline values )

Response Surface for 2-Stage Turbine based on composite desirability

function optimization (Effect ot values of t and s on optimum Apay )
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Optization Based on Payload Increment for Original Design Space
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Figure 7. Comparison of the IDc,_ign Variables for Optimization bJ.scd on Payload Increment (Apay_ u,,,ing 1990-

data ¢FCCD) and 249-data IOA) I__)rboth Original Design Space and Refined Design Space

(DV#1: D, DV#2: RPM, DV#3: Amn DV#4: h_, DV#5: c,.i, DV#6: c,.2, DV#7: Cbl, DV#8: Cb2, DV#9: sq, DV#10:
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